Fall 2017 Chapter Improvement Plan: Chapter Gamma Psi Omega

What three things went well last semester?  
1. close/relaxed environment  
2. Academics  
3.  

What are three chapter strengths?  
1. Bond between brothers  
2. Diversity in interests  
3.  

What are three chapter weaknesses?  
1. Communication  
2. Planning  
3. No sense of direction  

What are your top three chapter goals for this semester?  
1. Recruiting  
2. Maintain/Improve GPA  
3. More brother activities  

How many new members will you take this semester?  3-5  
What is your new member GPA goal?  2.75  

What three specific things will your chapter do to achieve your recruitment goal?  
1. Use resources to advertise  
2. More bonding during NMO  
3. More public events  

What is the chapter GPA goal this semester?  3.00  
What three specific things will your chapter do to achieve your GPA goal?  
1. Planned study events  
2. Regular checks on GPA  
3. 